Given a white Gaussian noise signal N σ on a sampling grid, its variance σ 2 can be estimated from a small w × w pixels sample. However, in natural images we observeŨ = U + N σ , the combination of the geometry of the scene that is photographed and the added noise. In this case, estimating directly the standard deviation of the noise from w × w samples ofŨ is not reliable since the measured standard deviation is not explained just by the noise but also by the geometry of U. The Percentile method tries to estimate the standard deviation σ from w × w blocks of a high-passed version ofŨ by a small p-percentile of these standard deviations. The idea behind is that edges and textures in a block of the image increase the observed standard deviation but they never make it decrease. Therefore, a small percentile (0.5%, for example) in the list of standard deviations of the blocks is less likely to be affected by the edges and textures than a higher percentile (50%, for example). The 0.5%-percentile is empirically proven to be adequate for most natural, medical and microscopy images. The Percentile method is adapted to deal with signal-dependent noise, which is realistic with the Poisson noise model obtained by a CCD device in a digital camera.
Introduction
Most digital images and movies are obtained by a CCD device and the main source of noise is the so-called shot noise. Shot noise is inherent to photon counting. The valueŨ(i) observed by a sensor at each pixel i is a Poisson random variable whose mean would be the ideal image. The standard deviation of this Poisson distribution is equal to the square root of the number of incoming photons U(i) in the pixel captor i during the exposure time. This noise adds up to a thermal noise and to an electronic noise which are approximately additive and white.
For sufficiently large values ofũ(i), (ũ(i) > 1000), the normal distribution N Ũ (i), Ũ (i) with meanŨ(i) and standard deviation Ũ (i) is an excellent approximation to the Poisson distribution.
IfŨ(i) is larger than 10, then the normal distribution still is a good approximation if an appropriate continuity correction is performed, namely P(Ũ(i) ≤ a) ≃ P(Ũ(i) ≤ a + 0.5), where a is any nonnegative integer.
As a rule of thumb, the noise model is relatively easy to estimate when the raw image comes directly from the imaging system, in which case the noise model is known and only a few parameters must be estimated. For this, efficient methods are described by Foi et al. [3, 4] for Poisson and Gaussian noise. The Percentile method [6] does not assume any model for the noise, with the exception that the variance of the noise depends only on the intensity of the ideal image, since an estimation that assumes that the noise is not signal-dependent is not realistic. Therefore, the output of the Percentile method is a noise curve, that is, a function that relates the intensity of the image to a noise standard deviation. The use of a small percentile makes the algorithm robust to the effect of textures and edges on the estimation of the noise variance. However, it might happen that for a certain intensity interval all the samples belong to textures and edges. In that case, the variance measured is explained by the geometry of the image and not the by noise. In order to minimize that effect, the noise curves are filtered as explained in section 3.2.
For a review of several noise estimation methods we refer the reader to the work of Lebrun at al. [6] and Olsen [10] .
Noise Estimation Method

Notation and Terminology
This section prepares the detailed description of the noise estimation algorithm given in section 2.2 by fixing its notation and terminology.
• U: the noiseless ideal image.
•Ũ: the noisy input image.
• N x , N y : the size ofŨ. N x and N y are always odd. If they are not, the leftmost column or the bottom row are first removed fromŨ.
•Ũ c : the discrete noisy imageŨ after cropping (s − 1)/2 columns and rows from each of the four sides ofŨ using the function CROP (s−1)/2 , where s is odd. The details of this function are given in algorithm 1. The size ofŨ c is therefore (N x −(s−1))×(N y −(s−1)) = (N x −s+1)×(N y −s+1).
• R: the operator used to obtain the discrete filter F with support s × s, with s odd.
• F: the discrete filter with support s × s used to high-pass the noisy image, obtained from operator R.
• F(x, y): the value of the discrete filter F at position (x, y), x ∈ [0, s − 1], y ∈ [0, s − 1].
• ∧: logical conjunction (and operator).
• ∨: logical disjunction (or operator).
• ¬: logical negation (not operator).
•Ũ f : the cropped high-passed version ofŨ:Ũ f := CROP s−1 (Ũ * F) , where * is the discrete convolution operator: 
where • I V [n]: the index of the element at the position n in the list V after sorting the elements of V in ascending order.
• p: the (small) p-percentile.
•σ 2 : biased variance at the p-percentile of V.
•σ 2 : final unbiased variance at the p-percentile of V.
The Algorithm 2.2.1 Step 1: Pre-filtering the Input Noisy Image
In order to get rid of deterministic tendencies due to signal structure, the image is first pre-filtered with a high-pass filter F implemented as a discrete stencil with support s×s. This stencil corresponds to a discretization of a certain operator R, typically a differential operator or a waveform. Convolving the image with such a filter removes smooth variations inside the blocks, which increases the number of blocks where noise dominates and on which the variance estimate will be reliable. Mastis proposed a similar approach [8] , where operator F writes as a simple subtraction of the average or median to each 7 × 7 block. For the Percentile method a filter based on the DCT with support 7 × 7 is proposed. Given an s × s block in the imageŨ at position (x, y), its orthonormal 2D DCT-II is
Filter F is made by taking the normalized product of cosines that correspond to the highest frequency
The filter F presented here was empirically proven to give the best results. However, other typical differential operators can be used, like directional derivatives, the ∆ (Laplace) operator, or its iterations ∆∆, ∆∆∆, all implemented as discrete stencils. Figure 1 shows the discrete stencils associated to these operators. The filtered imageŨ f is obtained by cropping the discrete convolution, CROP s−1 (Ũ * F)(x, y) .
Note that this cropping operation avoids the boundary effects of the convolution. To speed-up the computation, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm is used: Figure 1 : From left to right, the discrete stencils associated with the discrete operators ∆, ∆∆ and ∆∆∆ discrete operators, respectively.
1. Consider the signalŨ
2. Consider the signal
5. Compute the point-wise product of the FFTs:
6. Compute the inverse FFT of the point-wise product:
7. Crop (see algorithm 1) the result to getŨ f , the cropped and low-pass filtered version of the noisy input imageŨ:
Algorithm 1 Crops the boundary of the input image. The size of the filtered noisy imageŨ f is N x − s + 1 × N y − s + 1 pixels. Therefore, there are M = (N x − w − s + 1)(N y − w − s + 1) overlapping blocks of size w × w pixels. Each overlapping block is referred to as {W f m }, where m is the index of the block, m ∈ {0, 1, . . . , M − 1}. Many noise estimation algorithms [5, 7, 9, 12] compute local estimates of the noise variance in small blocks that are used for a final statistical estimation (median, average, percentile, . . . ).
The empirical variance of each block W W m (x, y), m ∈ {0, 1, . . . , M − 1}. The mean of each patch will be needed when extending the method to signal-dependent noise (section 3.1), and therefore is stored at this stage of the method.
Step 3: Obtaining a (biased) Noise Variance Estimation from V Using p
Once the list V is built a biased noise variance estimation is obtained by the p-percentile. Set I V [n] := SORTED (V) [n] as the function that given a list of real numbers, sorts them in ascending order and returns the sorting indices. For example, if n = 0 then I V [0] is the index of the minimum in the list V and therefore V[I V [0] ] is that minimum. In this step, a biased estimation of the variance is obtained by the small p-percentile and is given bŷ
where M is the cardinal of V. We obtain a list of variances
. Since in general the variance of the signal (geometry of the image) is higher than the variance of the noise, small percentiles of V are related more to the noise than to the signal. To illustrate it, figure 2 shows the noise-free test image computer after adding homoscedastic ] depending on n using 21 × 21 blocks without any filtering in the noisefree test image computer after adding homoscedastic white Gaussian noise of σ = 10 (red) and for pure homoscedastic white Gaussian noise of σ = 10 image (green). Only a part of the values is shown. The estimation in the computer image is only reliable when the percentile of V is small. white Gaussian noise of σ = 10, and an image of pure homoscedastic Gaussian noise of σ = 10. Figure 3 shows the values of V[I V [n]] depending on n and using 21 × 21 blocks without any filtering. We refer to section 4.1 for the details about how the noise-free images are obtained. Only for small percentiles the estimation of the variance on the computer image is close to the estimation on pure noise because of the effect of the image edges and textures. The Percentile method tries to avoid the effect of edges and textures by considering the variances under a very low percentile of the block variance histogram.
2.2.4
Step 4: Correcting the Biased Estimationσ 2 to Obtain the Finalσ 2 Estimation
When a percentile different from the median (p = 0.5) is used, the estimation of the variance obtained is biased by the percentile. Figure 4 shows the values of V[I V [n]] depending on n using 21×21 blocks without any filtering in the image of pure white Gaussian noise (figure 2, right). If the percentile is under the median of the distribution an underestimation of the variance of the noise is obtained; on the other hand, if it is over the median, the result is an overestimation. The median is attained at position n = reliable biased estimation of the noise (see section 2.2.3), the estimation is lower than the real average block variance and it has to be corrected in order to get an estimation close to the median. The correction consists of multiplying the biased estimationσ by a factor. This correction only depends on the percentile, block size and on the chosen operator used to filter the image. Figure 5 shows the correction C w,R (p) = (σ −σ) w,R vs. the direct estimationσ learned with pure-noise images. The correction is linear with the observedσ. As a matter of fact it can be easily proven that there exists a constant k w,R such thatσ = k w,R C w,R (p) = k w,R (σ −σ) and then (k w,R − 1)σ = k w,Rσ . As a consequence,σ
Nevertheless, this constant k w,R is not easy to calculate explicitly, but can be learned from simulations. To obtain it, a large image of 4320×3232 pixels with all pixels set to zero is used. Homoscedastic Gaussian noise with standard deviation σ is simulated and added to this image. Then, the noise is estimated from the noisy image using 200 bins, with a percentile p ∈ {0.01%, 0.1%, 0.5%, 5%, 10%, 50%}, a pre-filter operator R, which can be chosen between the following: Identity (no filtering), Directional derivative, Laplace, Laplace (2 iterations), Laplace (3 iterations), Laplace (4 iterations), DCT with support 7 × 7, DCT with support 5 × 5, DCT with support 3 × 3 or the filter of the article Fast Noise Variance Estimation [5] . The size of the block is w × w with w ∈ {3, 7, 8, 21}. No curve filtering iterations are used. The averaged estimation along all the bins givesσ.
The Fast Noise Variance Estimation method tries to avoid the influence of image structures (edges and textures) on the image when estimating the noise. To do it, it detects these structures using an operator based on the Laplacian and cancels them. It therefore considers two 3 × 3 Laplacian stencils L 1 and L 2 and computes their difference to obtain the noise estimation operator
For example, with p = 0.5%, w = 21 and R = ∆∆∆, this empirical
factor learned on pure noise is 1.208610869.
The complete algorithmic description of the Percentile method is summarized in algorithm 2. 
14:
⊲ Compute sample variances of the blocks. 15: end for
⊲ Get ascending sorting indices.
. ⊲ Get biased variance estimation.
. ⊲ Obtain the final unbiased estimation by correctingσ.
Extensions
Extension to Signal-Dependent Noise
Most noise estimation methods found in the literature [4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12] assume that the noise in the image is additive, signal-independent, and Poissonian-Gaussian. This assumption is not realistic because of the physical nature of light and the way a CCD responds to light. It is well-known that the emission of photons by a body follows a Poisson distribution. This distribution can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution when the number of photons is large enough. For very dark regions of the image this assumption does not hold. Let us consider a pixel of the image, U(x, y), as a Poisson variable with variance and mean U(x, y). The Poisson noise has therefore a standard deviation of U(x, y). An image is nothing but a noise whose mean would be the ideal image. This noise adds up to a thermal noise and to an electronic noise which are approximately additive and white. On a motionless scene with constant lighting, the expected value U can be approximated by simply accumulating photons for a long exposure time, and then by taking the temporal average of this photon count. Any noise estimation algorithm with the assumption of homoscedastic noise is unrealistic. Fortunately, most block-based methods can be easily adapted to signal-dependent noise. For a signal dependent noise, a "noise curve" must be established. This noise curve associates with each image value U(x, y) an estimation of the standard deviation of the noise associated with this value. Thus, for each block in the image, its mean must be computed and will give an estimation of a value in U. The measurement of the variation of the block (for example, its variance) will also be stored. The means are classified into a disjoint union of variable intervals or bins, in such a way that each interval contains a large enough number of elements. For the Percentile algorithm, the chosen minimum was 42000 elements/bin. These measurements allow for the construction of a list of block variances whose corresponding means belong to the given bin. Therefore, it is possible to apply the Percentile noise estimation algorithm to each set of blocks associated with a given bin. In this way, an estimation of the noise for the intensities inside the limits of the bin is obtained. Because the set of bins is disjoint and there is no gap between bins, it is possible to deduce by interpolation a curve that relates the means of the blocks with their standard deviation, hence obtaining a signaldependent noise curve. To choose the intensity value associated with each bin, the median of the means of all blocks inside each bin is computed. The algorithmic description of the function building this histogram of block means can be found in algorithm 3. This algorithm works as follows:
1. It takes as input the number of bins that will be used ("bins" variable), the input data (the variances of the blocks, "data" variable), the associated intensities of the input data (the means of the blocks, "datal" variable) and the total number of samples ("N" variable). The algorithm stores at the variable "samples per bin" the integer value of N/bins. In general, samples per bin = 42000 samples/bin. Since the last bin contains the remaining samples, it may contain less than samples per bin samples. . Then, the next bin is processed.
Filtering the Noise Curve
Optionally, the noise curve obtained on real images can be filtered. Indeed, it may present peaks when some given gray level interval contains mostly means of blocks belonging to a highly textured region. In this case, the measured block variance would be caused by the signal itself and not by the noise and the noise variance would be overestimated.
Given the i-th control point of the noise curve (μ i ,σ i ) a closed intensity interval of radius D centered at this bin is considered, that is,
For each intensity µ inside the interval (assuming that µ starts atμ i − D and is incremented with a step of 0.05 while it is less or equal tô µ i + D), consider the interpolated standard deviation that corresponds to each intensity µ. In order to avoid an excessive interpolation, ifμ i − D <μ 0 for the i-th bin, then the radius D is changed to the valueμ i −μ 0 . In the same way, ifμ i + D >μ B−1 (where B is the number of bins), then radius D is set to the valueμ B−1 −μ i . Since eachμ i can be seen as an oscillation (given by the RMSE) around the ideal value, averaging the noise curve inside the interval [μ i − D,μ i + D] for each control point attenuates the oscillations and puts them closer to the ground-truth. Once the oscillations have been attenuated, it might happen that a control point corresponds to a peak caused by a texture. In that case, the action taken is to compute the average inside the interval [μ i − D,μ i + D] and to substitute the standard deviationμ i of the i-th control point by the average only if it is lower than the average of the intensities in the interval. In practice, this filtering procedure is iterated five times. In the first three iterations the control points are allowed to go up and down, thus canceling the oscillations around the ideal value. In the next two iterations the points are only allowed to go down, to attenuate the overestimation of the noise because of textures. The simple strategy presented here performs properly for most natural images and in general not more than five filtering iterations are needed to get a reliable estimation of the noise. The number of iterations was obtained empirically. Applying more than five iterations does not improve the results significantly and for certain images it could produce noise curves that are excessively smooth. The radius D = 7 was found empirically, too. The pseudo-code of the filtering is detailed in algorithm 6. It uses algorithm 5 to interpolate the standard deviation corresponding to a given intensity. Algorithm 5 uses algorithm 4 to get the corresponding standard deviation by a simple affine transformation. Figure 6 shows the noise curve for the test image Lena. The non-filtered curve is drawn with solid lines and the filtered curve (five iterations) with dashed lines, using D = 7, p = 0.5%, w = 8 and 6 bins. Note that the peak in the blue channel has decreased. 
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Discarding Saturated Pixels
When the number of photons measured by the CCD during the exposure time is too high, its output may get saturated, and therefore underestimated. When the signal saturates the output of the CCD, the measured variance in the saturated areas of the image is zero. Figure 7 shows an image with some saturated pixels. If the saturated pixels are taken into account when measuring the noise, the noise Figure 7 : Image "IMG 1071" with saturated pixels.
curve is not reliable anymore. Figure 8 shows a noise curve obtained from the image in figure 7 when the saturated pixels are avoided in the noise estimation (left) and when they are used (right). In this estimation 8 × 8 blocks and 49 bins were used. Since the intensity of the saturated pixels is much higher than the intensity of most pixels in the image, there is usually a large intensity gap between the values of normal non saturated pixels and those saturated (from about 600 to approximately 4000 in figure 8 ) since the over-exposed pixels represent usually outlier values. Even if there are few pixels with an intensity ranging between 600 and 4000, the noise curve will interpolate the standard deviation between the curve value at mean 600 and the noise curve value at mean 4000. Of course, the information given by the noise curve inside this gap is not correct at all. Therefore, it is better to detect and remove the saturated points before the noise curve estimation. In general, the strategy used to discard saturated pixels is to avoid the blocks that contain a group of four connected exactly equal pixels, in any of the channels. This is useful not only to discard saturated pixels, but also to avoid processing blocks whose pixels have suffered other types of alterations that can be detected by finding these special blocks. For example, it is well known that when encoding an image with the JPEG standard using a high compression factor, the coefficients at the high-frequencies of the 8 × 8 blocks of the image are set to zero or heavily quantized. This causes many undesired effects, like low frequency artifacts and blocking patterns. Undue smooth zones can also be created, because of the quantization of the high frequency coefficients. In natural images that have not been deeply compressed, the probability of finding a set of four connected pixels sharing exactly the same value is very low, because of noise and textures. The pseudo-code and the details on how the pixels should be connected can be found in algorithm 7.
Evaluation of the Method
To evaluate the accuracy of the method, several kinds of tests were performed.
• Tests on simulated homoscedastic Gaussian noise using the images of figure 9. In this case end for 17: end for we have taken seven and also one bins to classify the blocks according to their means (see section 3.1).
• Tests on a set of real raw images obtained by a Canon EOS 30D camera (see figure 10) . The procedure explained in section 3.1 was used to get a noise curve. The results were compared to the ground-truth noise curve of the camera.
• Test on multiscale coherence. The standard deviation of a Gaussian white noise is divided by two when the image is down-scaled. By down-scaling the image we mean a sub-sampling of the image where each block of four pixels is substituted by their mean. This test checks if the measured noise is divided by two at each image after down-scaling.
Evaluation with Simulated Homoscedastic Noise
In this experiment, homoscedastic noise was simulated and then added to a set of ten noise-free images. Since the noise is perfectly known a priori, it can be used as a ground truth. One can therefore compute the RMSE of the standard deviation estimations. Figure 9 shows a set of 704×469 pixels noise-free images that were used in this test. In order to get the noise-free images, we have applied the following procedure. The pictures were taken with a Canon EOS 30D reflex camera of scenes under good lighting conditions and with a low ISO level. To reduce further the noise level, the average of each block of 5 × 5 pixels was computed, reducing therefore the noise by a factor of 5. Since the images are RGB, the mean of the three channels was computed, reducing the noise by a further √ 3 factor. Therefore the noise was reduced by a 5 √ 3 ≃ 8.66 factor. Finally, the images, which already had a good SNR before they were processed, can be considered noise-free. To measure the error made when estimating the standard deviation σ of the simulated noise in the bin b in the image i, the RMSE along all the bins was used. This RMSE is denoted by E (1) i,σ and it is defined by
where |I| is the number of images, i is the image index (1 ≤ i ≤ |I|), |B| is the number of bins, b is the index of the bin (1 ≤ b ≤ |B|), σ is the standard deviation of the simulated noise andσ i,b is the estimated noise for the image i at the bin b. Table 1 shows the obtained E
i,σ for each image i and each σ of the simulated noise. A new image is added to the set of noise-free images, the flat image, which is a constant image where all pixels have the value 127. This permits to test the response of the algorithm to a pure white noise image. It is apparent that the highly textured images create a significant error, particularly when little noise was added. Estimates of noise below 2 are therefore obviously clearly unreliable. All in all, the estimate is nevertheless quite reliable for values σ > 5. Seven bins are used. The last row is the RMSE obtained for a given σ and all the images. It is denoted by E
σ and defined as
Image / E i,σ RMSE after adding simulated noise to the set of noise-free images (figure 9) with several values of standard deviation σ. The last row is the E For completeness, the results corresponding to the estimation using just a single bin are shown in table 2, although this model of signal-independent noise using a single bin is not realistic at all. Table 3 shows the obtained E (2) σ RMSE depending on the number of the iterations of the noise curve filter (see section 3.2). Using five filtering iterations seems to be safe for any image with independence of the standard deviation of the noise, the kind of textures or the number and type of the edges the image may contain.
Evaluation Comparing the Noise Curve of the Raw Image with the Ground Truth
In this evaluation, the noise curve obtained by the algorithm for the raw images in figure 10 (12 bits/channel, ISO 1600, t=1/30s) was compared to the "ground truth" noise curve of the camera for that ISO. The ground truth was obtained by computing for each pixel the standard deviation of a large burst [1] of fixed snapshots of the same calibration pattern ( figure 11 ).
To get the ground truth of the camera, we fixed the ISO sensitivity (in this case at ISO 1600) and used four exposure times, t ∈ {1/30s, 1/250s, 1/400s, 1/640s}. For each exposure time about 
1,σ RMSE after adding simulated noise to the set of noise-free images (figure 9) with several values of standard deviation σ. The last row is the E (2) σ RMSE using the estimatedσ 1,b of all the images. The parameters used in the experiment are percentile p = 0.005, block of size 15 × 15, DCT filter with support 7 × 7 and a single bin. 
σ RMSE values depending on the number of iterations of the noise curve filtering and the standard deviation of the noise (see section 3.2). The parameters used are percentile p = 0.005, block of size 15 × 15, the DCT filter with support 7 × 7 and seven bins. Five iterations is the recommend value, since using more iterations does not improve the result significantly and it could soften too much the noise curves for certain images.
two hundred pictures of the pattern were taken (see figure 11) . After cropping the area of the image that does not contain the calibration pattern the final size of the raw image was 1352 × 1952. Since each 2 × 2 block of the CFA 2 contains one sample of the red channel, two samples of the green channel and one sample of the blue channel, one of the green channels can be discarded to get a single color pixel of each 2 × 2 block of the CFA, given an effective size of the color raw image of 676 × 976 pixels. Since the position of the camera was fixed when taking the snapshots of the image and assuming constant lighting, the variance along several samples coming from different images at the same pixel position could only be explained by the presence of noise. Therefore, it was possible to measure the mean of a block and the temporal standard deviation along all the snapshots to create an association mean→standard deviation, that is, a ground truth for camera noise curve, given the Figure 10 : Set of raw images used to test the noise estimation algorithm using 8×8 blocks, percentile 0.5%, 49 bins and without any noise curve filtering. The images are raw 12 bits/channel, taken with a Canon EOS 30D camera, ISO 1600 and exposure time t=1/30s. From left to right and up to bottom: images 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. ISO and exposure times. Moreover, since the exposure time only affects the photon count and not the noise model, it was possible to overlap the noise curves for the four exposure times tested in a single ground truth noise curve depending only on the ISO parameter (see figure 12) . Figure 13 shows an example of the noise curve obtained with the Percentile method. It matches with the ground truth quite accurately (see figure 12) .
Given an estimated noise curve A of a test image, its control points are the pairs (μ A,i,b ,σ A,i,b ) ∈ A whereμ A,i,b is the mean intensity for bin b and image i in A andσ A,i,b is the corresponding standard deviation value for bin b and image i in A. In the same way, given a ground truth noise curve G, its control points are the pairs (µ G,v , σ G,v ) ∈ G. Unfortunately the means of the noise curve A and those in G do not necessarily coincide; that is,μ A,i,b = µ G,v for most (b, v) pairs. To solve this problem, instead of using G, a new ground truth curveG i is used. ThisG i curve has the same meansμ A,i,b as A (and therefore the same number of bins), and its standard deviation values are obtained by a simple proportionality rule. Therefore, the control points in the new curveG i are
where v is the index of the bin in the curve G such that µ G,v ≤μ A,i,b < µ G,v+1 (see figure 14) .
The error between the ground truth noise curve G and the test noise curve A for the image i and 
G,A,i,b measuring the error between the noise curve A obtained for each test image i ( figure 10 ) and the ground truth curve G for the Canon EOS 30D with ISO 1600. Note that the values of the intensities in a raw image are expressed in 12 bits and not with the usual 8 bits. Therefore, these errors should be divided by 16 in order to be compared with those obtained using 8 bits.
To test the average behavior of the algorithm in all the bins of any test image, we define a mean error function E 
Evaluation of the Multiscale Coherence of the Result
Consider the down-scaling operator S that tessellates the image into 2 × 2 pixels blocks, and replaces each block by a pixel having the mean of the four previous pixels as new value. IfŨ is a discrete pure Gaussian noise image with standard deviation σ, then S(Ũ) has standard deviation ; the noise has been divided by two. The objective of this test is to check if the noise estimation algorithm indeed divides the noise by two when the image is down-scaled several times.
where
• A k is the noise curve corresponding to the input image i after applying the down-scaling operator k times. For example, if k = 2 then A corresponds to the curve of the noise estimation of SS(Ũ).
• i is the image index, for the raw images in figure 10 , 1 ≤ i ≤ |I|, where |I| is the number of images. |I| = 8 images were used.
• b is the bin index, 1 ≤ b ≤ |B k | where |B k | is the number of bins of the noise curve at scale k.
For the test images |B 0 | = 49, |B 1 | = 12 and |B 2 | = 3 bins are used.
• v is the index of the bin in the curve A 0 such thatμ A 0 ,i,v ≤μ A k ,i,b <μ A 0 ,i,v+1 (see figure 16 ). Remark: since the noise should be divided by two when operator S is applied and an ideal noise estimator is used, the relationσ
between the standard deviation estimations at scale 0 and scale k (applying k times D) should be equal to 2 k . The error E
A 0 ,A k ,i,b measures, for the tested noise estimator, the absolute deviation from the ideal value 2 k at each bin. To get a mean estimation of the error E ( 
5)
A 0 ,A k ,i,b along all the test images and bins in figure 10 , we define another error function as
(16) Table 5 shows the obtained mean down-scale error E (6) A 0 ,A k ,b for the raw images in figure 10 depending on the scale k. The measurements are done for one of the green channels of the raw images. Table 5 : Evaluation E (6) A 0 ,A k ,b for the raw images in figure 10 depending on the scale k. The measurements are done for one of the green channels of the raw images.
Optimal Parameters
The optimal parameter choice depends on the size of the image. Three possible sizes were fixed:
and S 4 =
, where M stands for megapixels. Table 6 Table 6 : Best percentile p, block size w × w, and pre-filter operator R for the Percentile method according to the size of the image. , where B is the number of bins. Algorithm 7 loops over all possible pixels in the image (with the exception of the boundary of the image). The loop iterates through all the channels of the image and looks for groups of four connected pixels. Therefore, the inner loop is executed in linear time with the number of channels, O(num channels). Since the number of channels is small, it can actually be considered executed in constant time O(1) once the number of channels has been fixed. The complexity of algorithm 7 is given by its main loop, that is executed in linear time with complexity O(M ).
Online Demo
An online demo is available for this algorithm in the IPOL web page of this article 3 . The users can upload any image to measure its noise. The demo also offers several types of pre-uploaded images to test the algorithm:
• Raw images obtained by splitting the raw channels R, G 1 , G 2 , B and leaving out the G 2 channel.
Then, an RGB image is formed by using the R, G 1 , B channels. Since in the raw image no gamma correction has been done yet, the values of the image are multiplied by 32 to increase their dynamics and screen visibility. The colors of these images are not quite adapted to human visualization, because no white balance has been applied to them.
• The JPEG versions of the same raw images, as they are encoded by the camera.
• Various JPEG images.
• High SNR raw images, down-scaled by eight with their color channels averaged, so that they are nearly noiseless. In the demo they are referred to as "no noise" images.
Once an image has been chosen, the following parameters can be configured:
Percentile. The possible values are 0.01%, 0.1%, 0.5% (default), 5%, 10% and 50%.
Pre-filter operators. Operator R whose stencil F is used to convolve the image with. The possible operators are: Identity (no filter), Directional derivative, Laplace, Laplace (2 iterations), Laplace (3 iterations), Laplace (4 iterations), DCT with support 7 × 7 (default), DCT with support 5 × 5, DCT with support 3 × 3 and the filter of the article Fast Noise Variance Estimation [5] .
Block size. The size of the block. The possible choices are 3 × 3, 7 × 7, 8 × 8, 15 × 21 and 21 × 21 (default).
Curve filter iterations. It indicates the number of filtering iterations that are applied to filter the noise curve (see section 3.2). Default: five iterations.
Treatment of groups (2 × 2) of equal pixels. It allows to choose between ignoring the blocks that contain a group of four equal pixels in any channel (default), or using all the blocks unconditionally (see section 3.3).
Number of bins.
It is the number of bins in the noise curve (see section 3.1). The number of bins that are used depends on the size of the image when "automatic selection" is chosen. First, a nearest compatible size of the image is considered (see section 5). For images whose size is S 0 , S 1 or S 2 , the number of bins is given by dividing the total number of pixels of the image by 42000. If the image is compatible with the size S 3 , 4 bins are used. If the image is compatible with the size S 4 or if it is smaller, a single bin is used. Default: automatic selection.
A and B noise parameters. Add a simulated noise with variance A + BŨ to the input image. If A = B = 0 no noise will be added. If B = 0 homoscedastic noise with variance A will be added. Default: A = B = 0.
Subtraction of the Quantization Noise
In the online demo, all the images are encoded using 8 bits/pixel/channel. This adds a quantization error over the estimated noise that must be subtracted. Indeed, the variance of a uniform random variable in [−1/2, 1/2] is This is the variance of the quantization error that must be subtracted at each scale. The standard deviation of the noise is computed at each bin as the square root of the noise variance computed directly by the algorithm minus the variance of the variance of the (independent) quantization error. At each scale k the variance is divided by 4 k and thus the corrected standard deviation of the noise given by the demo isσ
Example: traffic Image
The results of this example can be reproduced by adding noise with parameters A = 0 and B = 0.5 to the traffic image. The rest of the parameters are the default parameters of the demo. Figure 17 shows the input noiseless image traffic before adding signal dependent noise with variance σ 2 = 0.5U. Figure 18 shows the noise estimated for the three first scales of the signal-dependent noise with variance σ 2 = 0.5U added to the traffic image. Because the noise was added to a noise-free image, we can compute the RMSE for the different scales S 0 , S 1 and S 2 , and the corresponding errors are 0.15, 0.18 and 0.16, respectively. Note that, as expected, the noise standard deviation is divided by approximately two when down-scaling the image by the same ratio. 
Image Credits
Miguel Colom, CC-BY The USC-SIPI Image Database [13] .
